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Abstract. Let M" be a compact submanifold of a sphere with parallel mean

curvature vector h. We introduce a tensor φ, related to h and the second fundamental

form, and show that if φ satisfies a certain inequality, then φ = 0 and Mn is totally

umbilic or equality holds. The estimate is sharp in the sense that we describe all Mn

that satisfy this equality.

1. Introduction. Let Mn be an ^-dimensional oriented manifold and let S"+p be

the («+/?)-sphere of constant sectional curvature c. Consider an isometric immersion

/ : Mn-*S?+P. Fix a point xeMn and a local orthonormal frame {e l 9 . . . , en+p} of

S?+p around x such that {el9..., en} are tangent fields. For each α, n+ 1 <α<«+/?,

define a linear map Aa: TXM-+ TXM by

where X, Y are tangent fields and V is the Riemannian connection of S?+p. The square

I A21 of the norm of the second fundamental form and the mean curvature vector h

are defined by:

\A\2= "X tr(Λα

2), .* = - "Σ ( t r Λ K
α=π+l n α=π+l

When / is minimal (i.e., h = 0), the following gap theorem is well-known. We will denote

by Sm(r) the m-sphere of radius r.

(1.1) THEOREM (cf. [CdCK]). Let Mn be compact and let f: Mn^>S?+p be a minimal

immersion. Assume that

-(2-llp)'

for all xeM. Then either

(i) IA 12 = 0 and Mn is totally geodesic

or

(ii) IA | 2 = nc/(2 — \/p) and one of the following cases occurs:

(a) p = 1 and Mn is a minimal Clifford hyper surface

* 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 53C42.
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n~}" ι ι 5»-»

(b) «=/? = 2 and M2 is a Veronese surface in Sf.

In this paper we will describe some sharp generalizations of the above theorem for

submanifolds of constant mean curvature.

A natural hypothesis to replace the minimal condition is to require the submanifold

M" to have parallel mean curvature vector (i.e., V1Λ = 0). Note that this condition

implies that H=\h\ is constant on Mn and if p=\ then these two conditions are

equivalent.

For codimension one, Alencar and do Carmo [AdC] were able to generalize

Theorem (1.1) to submanifolds with constant mean curvature. Before stating their result,

we need some definitions. For each α, n+ 1 <α <«+/?, define linear maps φa: TXM^>

TXM by

and a bilinear map φ: TxMx TXM-+TXM
L by

(1-3) Φ{X,Y)=

It is easy to check that each map φa is traceless and that

(1.4) \φ\2:= *Σ ϊ 2

Observe that | φ \2 = 0 if and only if Mn is a totally umbilic submanifold of S"+p.

It turns out that | φ | 2 is a natural invariant to use when extending Theorem (1.1)

to submanifolds MnaS?+p of constant mean curvature.

An //(r)-torus in S"*1 is obtained by considering canonical immersions S"1"1^)-*

Rn and S^r^-tR2, r

2 + r\ = c~ι and taking the product immersion Sn~\r) x S1^^-*

RnxR2. Our choice of the radii r and r1 implies that this immersion is, in fact, con-

tained in S" + 1 and has constant mean curvature given by

nr{\-c2rψ2'

For each HeR, define the polynomial PH(x) by

- n(H2 + c)

and let BH be the square of the positive root of PH(x) = 0. The following result is a

natural generalization of Theorem (1.1) for/?= 1.
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(1.5) THEOREM (cf. [AdC]). Let Mn be a compact oriented hyper surface of S"+1.
Assume that the mean curvature H is constant and that

\Φ\2<BH,

for all xeMn. Then either

(i) I φ | 2 = 0 and Mn is totally umbilic

or

(ϋ) \φ\2 = BH and one of the following cases occurs:

(a) H= 0 and Mn is a Clifford hypersurface in Sn

c

+\

(b) HΦ0,n>3 and Mn is an H-torus,

where r\ + r\ = c~x and r\<(n—X)/nc,

(c) HΦO, n = 2 and M2 is an H-torus,

where rl + rl = c~ι and r\Φ I/2c.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the above result to the case p>2. We will

denote by φh the bilinear map defined by

and by Bph the function of p and h given by

β f 1/(2-1//?), ifp=l or Λ = 0,
v* ( l/(2-(l/(/7-1))), otherwise.

For simplicity, we will write S™1?S™+q to mean that S? is an umbilic submanifold

of S™+q. The following is the main result of the paper.

(1.6) THEOREM. Let Mn be a compact orientable submanifold of S"+p. Assume the

mean curvature vector h is parallel with respect to the normal connection. If\φ\ satisfies

(1.7) \φ\2<Bp^n(c + H2) f -\φh\\9

y/n(n-l)

then either

(i) | 0 | = O and Mn is totally umbilic

or

(ii) the equality holds in (1.7) and one if the following cases occurs:

(a) H=0, p=\ and Mn is a minimal Clifford hypersurface
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(b) H=0, n=p = 2 and M2 is a Veronese surface, M2->S?.

(c) i/^0, p=\ and Mn is an H-torus,

Mn = Sn-\r1) x S\r2) -> Sn

c

+1 ,

where r\ + r\ = c~x. If «>3, we have only those H-tori which satisfy

r2<(n—\)/nc; if n — 2, the only condition is r\φ\\2c.

(d) H 7^0, p = 2 and Mn is a minimal Clifford hyper surface in a hyper sphere

(e) HφO,p = 2 and for all H2, 0 < H2 < H, Mn is an Hrtorus,

whereH2 + Hi = H2, r\ + τ\ = (c + Hj). Ifn>3wehave only those Hrtori

with r2<(n-\)/n(c-\-H2); if n = 2 the only condition is r?#l/2(c + /ff).

(f) HΦO, n = 2, p = 3 and M2 is a Veronese surface in a hyper sphere

M2cS*+H21?Se

5.

(1.8) REMARK. The results in part (ii) of Theorems (1.1), (1.5) and (1.6) are local.

(1.9) REMARK. Observe that if λ = 0, the condition (1.7) reduces to

MI 2 < nc

(2-1/P)

and forp=\, (1.7) is

which is equivalent to | φ \2<BH. Hence Theorem (1.6) generalizes Theorems (1.1) and

(1.5).

The paper is divided in two sections. In the first section, we estimate the Laplacian

Δ| φ I of I φ I and prove Part (i) of Theorem (1.6). In the second section we prove some

classification theorems which will imply Theorem (1.6)-(ii). In particular, we prove a

further generalization (Proposition (3.3)) of Theorem (1.5), in which, we assume that

the submanifold has flat normal bundle.

(1.10) ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. This work is part of my doctoral thesis at Instituto de

Matematica Pura e Aplicada. I want to thank Manfredo Perdigao do Carmo for his

orientation and Hilario Alencar and Pierre Berard for helpful conversations and

suggestions.
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2. Theorem (1.6); part (i). If H=0, the theorem reduces to Theorem (1.1) and

if p = 1, it is Theorem (1.5). So we will consider the case where HΦO and p>2.

We first compute the Laplacian A\φ\of\φ\. For that purpose, we choose a local

field of orthonormal frames {eu . . . , en+p} in such way that en+ 1 = h/H. With this choice,

φa =-AΛ, n + 2<(x<n+p.

We observe that

= A(\A\2-nH2) = A\A\2,

since the hypothesis implies that H=\h\ is constant on Mn.

Erbacher [E] calculated A\A \2 and obtained:

(2.2) — A\A\2= Σ \VAa\
2 + nc\A\2-c Σ (tΓΛ) 2 + Σ

2 a = n+l α = π + l a,β>n+ί

(tr AaAβ)
2,

where [Aa, Aj\ = AΛAβ — AβAΛ. By substituting (2.1) into (2.2), we obtain

(2.3) LEMMA. With the above notation,

(2.4) ^
I α=w+l a=n+l

β
a,β = n+ί a,β>n+l

(2.5) REMARK. In the proof of the above lemma we use the fact that if ea is a parallel

direction then [Λα, Aβ~\ =0, for all β.

In order to estimate the right hand side of (2.4), we need an algebraic lemma.

(2.6) LEMMA. Let A,B: Rn-^R" be symmetric linear maps such that [A, i?]=0 and

= tτB = 0. Then

and the equality holds on the right hand (resp. left hand) side if and only ifn—l of the

eigenvalues xt of A and the corresponding eigenvalues yt of B satisfy

(tτA2)1/2

\Xι\=
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(trB2)1'2 ( ( t r i ? 2 ) 1 / 2 \
resp. yt= 1.

V /
yi = p yt

y/n(n-l) V y/n(n-ly

In the proof of the above Lemma we need the following

(2.7) SUBLEMMA. Let xh i = l , . . . , / ι , be real numbers such that Σ " = 1 * i = 0 and

e equality holds if and only ifn—ί of the x^s are equal.

PROOF OF SUBLEMMA (2.7). The above upper bound is obtained in [C]. We give
a complete proof here since we need it in proving the equality in (2.7).

We first observe that the result follows by direct calculation for « = 2, 3. Suppose
«>4 and consider an n-tuple (xu . . . , xn) such that X ίx I = 0 and ΣfXf2 = 1.

The polynomial

&(x)=Π(x-xd = xn-—xn-2 +—(Σx?\n~3+—
i = i 2 3 \ , / 8

has n real roots. Hence the (n—4)-th derivative ^ ( π" 4 )(x) of ^(x) has four real roots.
This implies that the equation

(2.8) x*--<-x>+

( 1 )

has only real roots. Since an equation of the form x* + 6Ax2 + 4Bx + C=0 has only
real roots if C+3A2>0, we get

Let us now analyze the equality case. If

then £P{n 4)(Λ:) = 0 has three equal roots. This implies that 2P{n 3 )(χ) = 0 must have at
least two equal roots. Hence

= 0
n(n — 1) n(n — \){n — 2)

has two equal roots. Then
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and by Lemma (2.6) of [AdC], n — 1 of the x/s must be equal. •

PROOF OF LEMMA (2.6). Since \_A, 5 ] = 0. we can choose an orthonomal basis
of Rn which simultaneously diagonalizes A and B. So we must show that the eigen-
values {*!,..., xn) of A and {yi9...9 yn} of 5 satisfy

Without loss of generality we may assume

We are looking for the extremals of the function 3F \ RnxRn-+R defined by &(xh y{) =

ΣUix?yι> w i t h t h e constraints ΣU 1^ = 11=^1 = ° a n d Σ ^ i ^ ^ Σ ^ i ^ ^ l - By
the method of Lagrange's multipliers, there exist constants C and D such that

for all /. Observe that C=Σ"=i xfy» * e > C *s t n e extremal we are looking for. Squar-
ing both sides of the second equation above and summing up for all /, we obtain
that

2 _ y 4 ι

i=i ι n

Sublemma (2.7) implies that

c

n(n-\)

Therefore,

The equality part also follows from Sublemma (2.7). •

Now we are able to estimate Δ\φ\2. The following proposition proves Theorem

(1.6)-(i)

(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let M" be a compact orientedsubmanifold of S"+p, p>2. Assume
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that the mean curvature vector h is parallel. If

(2.10) \Φ\2<- \n(c + H2)—/* \Φh\[>
2p-3l y/nin-l) )

then \φ\ is constant and either \φ\2 = 0 or the equality holds in (2.10).

PROOF. Let us begin by showing that (2.10) implies that Δ\φ\2>0. For that

purpose, we are going to estimate separately each term on the right hand side of (2.4):

Assertion:

(2.11) Σ tΓ[</>α> ΦβV~ Σ ( t Γ ^ α ^ ) 2 > - ( 2 -)(\Φ\2-\Φn+l\2)2 -

This assertion follows in the same way as the estimate (3.8) of [CdCK], by using

that

where N(A) = tτAtA.

Assertion:

(2.12)

Indeed, for each α, n+1 <α<«+/?, we can apply Lemma (2.6) to the linear maps

φa and φn+1. (We recall that [φα, φn+1] = 0 and tr</>α = 0, for all α). So, we get

n — 2

Summing up in α, we obtain (2.12).

Assertion:

(2.13) Σ ( t τ φ n + 1 φ a ) 2 < \ φ n + ί \ \ \ φ \ 2 - \ φ n + 1 \ 2 ) .
a>n+l

This is a consequence of Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality.

Let us now return to the estimate of the right hand side of (2.4). By using (2.11)-

(2.13) in (2.4), we obtain

Since
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r
p-l

We obtain

1 A , . , 2 . , , , 2 L Λ 1 u2^ n(n-2) 1 J L , {2p-3hMl2(2.14) -A\φ\2>\φ\2]n(c + H2)- J ~' \φh\-l^)\φ\

2 I jn{n-\) \P-l/

Thus, the hypothesis (2.10) implies that

A\φ\2>0.

It follows, by Hopf's maximum principle, that \φ\2 is constant. Then A\φ\2 = 0 and

by (2.14), either | φ | 2 = 0 or the equality holds in (2.10). Q

3. Proof of Theorem (1.6); part (ii). In this section we classify the compact

submanifolds of S"+p such that | φ \2 satisfies the equality in (1.7).

We will consider various particular cases of Theorem (1.6) and will show later that

the proof reduces to these particular cases. Some of the cases are interesting in their

own right.

First we will assume that Mn is pseudo-umbilical. We recall that a submanifold is

pseudo-umbilical if the mean curvature vector is non-zero and lies in an umbilical

direction. In this case \φh\ = 0. The following classification result is also proved in

[Ch].

(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let Mn be a compact pseudo-umbilical submanifold ofS?+p,p>2,

with parallel mean curvature vector Λ, H=\h\. If \φ\ satisfies

then either

(i) | φ | = 0 and Mn is totally umbilic

or

(ii) \φ\2 = n(c + H2)/(2—l/(p— 1)) and Mn is a minimal Clifford hyper surf ace in

S"+H^SC+2 o r M1 is a Veronese surface in

PROOF. Observe first that if the immersion / has a parallel umbilic direction, it

is a composite of the form f=g1°g2 where g2 : Mn^>S"+p~1 is an isometric immersion

and g1: S c~
+ p + 1->S ί"+ p is an umbilical immersion. In our case, the umbilic direction is

the mean curvature direction; so that g2 must be minimal. We will denote by αf the

second fundamental form of gt and by | A{ \ the norm of α, .

Since | φh \ - 0 (h is an umbilical direction) we have | A21 = | φ |. In terms of | >42 U

the hypothesis (3.2) reads
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\ΛSiJ« + «l

The result will follow from Theorem (1.1) if we show that c = c + H2. To see that

this is the case, we first observe that

where α is the second fundamental form of/. Since g2 is a minimal immersion and gx

is an umbilical one,

I t r« ! I = I tr(αx 0 α2) \ = nH and \AX \2 = nH2 .

Gauss' Equation for the immersion g2 implies then that c = c + H2, as we claimed. •

Next we will consider compact submanifolds of S"+p with parallel mean curvature

vector and ^ = 0. The following proposition also generalizes Theorem (1.5), since, in

the codimension one case, we always have Rλ = 0.

(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let Mn be a compact oriented submanifold of S?+p. Assume that

the mean curvature vector h is parallel and R1 = 0. If\φ\ satisfies

(3.4) \φ\2ίn(c + H2)- Φ ~ 2 ) \φk\,

then either

(i) I φ | 2 = 0 and Mn is totally umbilic

or

(ii) the equality holds in (3.4) and one of the following cases occurs:

(a) Mn is a minimal Clifford hypersurface

m W / n~m

(b) For all H2, 0<H2<H, Mn is an Hrtorus S^^rjx S\r2)^S^^

S?+p, where H\ + H\ = H2, rϊ + r2 = (c + H2yί. If «>3, we only have

those tori with r2<(n— l)/n(c-\-H2); if n = 2, then the only condition is

PROOF. The proof of part (i) is similar of the proof of Proposition (2.9), observing

that if Rλ = 0, then [φa, φβ] = O, for all α, β. Let us analyze what happens when we

have the equality in (3.4). In this case, we obtain

(3.5)

and
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(2.6) ^ --\φ\2\φn

Let (φa) be the matrices which define the maps </>α's. By the equality part of Lemma

(2.6), there exists an orthonormal frame {e1,..., en} of TM" such that, in this frame,

φx's are of the form:

/ I \
0

0

where aa= ±(ivφ2)ί/21yjn(n— 1). Because of (3.5), it follows that aa is constant for each

α. This implies that the first normal space of /, namely

= span JΣ AΛ(X)ea, Xe

has constant dimension in M". It is easy to see that dirnN^x)^!, for all xeMn. Since

i? 1 = 0 and V1Λ = 0, Nί is a parallel normal bundle (see [Dl]). Hence it is possible to

reduce the codimension of the immersion to two (see Prop. 4.1, 45 in [D2]).

First case: H= 0. In this case φ<x=—Aa for all α and dim N^x) = 1. So we reduce

the codimension to one. Since | 0 | 2 = |y4|2 and \φh\ = 0, our hypothesis implies that

\A\2 = nc. By Theorem (1.1), Mn is a minimal Clifford hypersurface in S"* 1 cz,Sc

n+i\

Second case: H^O. After reducing the codimension, we can assume that

MnaS" + 2. First we will show that Mn has a parallel umbilic direction. For this pur-

pose, choose a new orthonormal frame {ξu ξ2} of TM1 by

These vector fields are parallel in the normal connection and ξ2 is an umbilic direc-

tion.

Since we have a parallel umbilic direction, the immersion / is a composite of the

form f=gi°g2 where g2: Mn-+S~ + 1 is an isometric immersion and gί: S~ + ί-+S?+2

is an umbilic immersion.

If we define new linear maps φ(: TXM -• TXM by

then I φ|2 = | φx | 2 +1 φ2 | 2 . Since ξ2 is an umbilic direction, \φ2\ = 0. Hence

(3.7) l</>|2 = l 0 i l 2
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It also holds that

(3.8) l</>»H#ill<£ii,

where Hx = <Kξ1>.

By substituing (3.7) and (3.8) into the equality of (3.4), we obtain

Now the result follows from Theorem (1.5), since Gauss' equation for the umbilic

immersion of S" + ί in S" + 2 implies that c = c + H\. •

(3.9) REMARK. For H=0, Proposition (3.3) was proved by Kenmotsu in [K].

PROOF OF THEOREM (1.6)-(ii). If H=0 or p=l we have nothing to prove, since

these cases reduce to Theorem (1.1) and Theorem (1.5), respectively. Let us suppose

If the equality holds in (1.7), then Δ | 0 | 2 = O, and this implies that all estimates

used to obtain (2.9) are equalities. Thus,

[ ) \ Φ n + i \ 2 ( 2 \ φ \ 2 - \ φ n + 1 \ 2 ) =
p-\

Since ( 2 | 0 | 2 - | </>„+! I2)>O, we have/? = 2 or \φn + 1\ = 0.
First case: p = 2. Since Mn has a parallel normal direction, by hypothesis, it is

easy to see that Rλ = 0. Then the theorem is a consequence of Proposition (3.3).

Second case: \φn + ί\ = 0. Notice that in this case the immersion is pseudo-umbilical,

since when \φa\ = 0, ea is characterized as an umbilical direction. Hence Proposition

(3.1) implies the result. D
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